
                                                                                                                                                                                           

We hope that investors will find FPA commentaries helpful to understand application of the same investment 

discipline in various markets, and can refer to particular items that interest them. 

You should consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses carefully 

before you invest. The Prospectus details the Fund's objective and policies, sales charges, and other 

matters of interest to the prospective investor. Please read this Prospectus carefully before investing. 

The Prospectus may be obtained by visiting the website at www.fpafunds.com, by email at 

crm@fpafunds.com, toll-free by calling 1-800-982-4372 or by contacting the Fund in writing.  

 

Average Annual Total Returns 

As of June 30, 2013 

 

Fund/Index MTD YTD 1 Year 3 Years** 5 Years** 10 Years** 
Since 

Inception** 

        FPA Crescent -0.86 % 10.38 % 17.61 % 12.73 % 6.84 % 9.00 % 10.96 % 

 
       S&P 500 -1.34 % 13.82 % 20.60 % 18.45 % 7.01 % 7.30 % 8.60 % 

 
       CPI 0.50 % 0.70 % 1.71 % 2.25 % 1.34 % 2.41 % 2.40 % 

 
       60% S&P500/40% BC Agg -1.42 % 7.10 % 11.69 % 12.53 % 6.72 % 6.47 % 7.82 % 

 
       60% R2500/40% BC Gov/Credit -1.38 % 7.94 % 14.57 % 13.53 % 8.35 % 8.44 % 9.03 % 

** Annualized. A redemption fee of 2.00% will be imposed on redemptions of shares within 90 days. Expense ratio as of most recent 

prospectus is 1.26%.  

Past performance is no guarantee of future results and current performance may be higher or lower 

than the performance shown. This data represents past performance and investors should 

understand that investment returns and principal values fluctuate, so that when you redeem your 

investment it may be worth more or less than its original cost. Current month-end performance data 

may be obtained by calling toll-free, 1-800-982-4372.  

The Fund commenced investment operations on June 2, 1993. The performance shown for periods prior to 

March 1, 1996 reflects the historical performance of a predecessor fund. FPA assumed control of the 

predecessor fund on March 1, 1996. The FPA Crescent Fund's objectives, policies, guidelines and restrictions 

are, in all material respects, equivalent to those of the predecessor fund. 

To view portfolio holdings from the most recent quarter end, please refer to the end of this document or at 

www.fpafunds.com.  

Portfolio composition will change due to ongoing management of the fund.  References to individual 
securities are for informational purposes only and should not be construed as recommendations by the 
Funds, Advisor or Distributor. 

The discussions of Fund investments represent the views of the Fund's managers at the time of each report 

and are subject to change without notice. These views may not be relied upon as investment advice or as an 

indication of trading intent on behalf of any First Pacific Advisors portfolio.  Security examples featured are 

samples for presentation purposes and are intended to illustrate our investment philosophy and its 
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application.  It should not be assumed that most recommendations made in the future will be profitable or 

will equal the performance of the securities.  This information and data has been prepared from sources 

believed reliable.  The accuracy and completeness of the information cannot be guaranteed and is not a 

complete summary or statement of all available data.  

S&P 500 Index includes a representative sample of 500 leading companies in leading industries of the U.S. 
economy. The index focuses on the large-cap segment of the market, with over 80% coverage of U.S. 
equities, but is also considered a proxy for the total market. Russell 2500 Index is an unmanaged index 
comprised of 2,500 stocks of U.S. companies with small market capitalizations. Barclays Capital 
Government/Credit Index is an unmanaged index of investment grade bonds, including U.S. Government 
Treasury bonds, corporate bonds, and yankee bonds. Balanced Benchmark(60% R2500/40% BCGC) is a 
hypothetical combination of unmanaged indices comprised of 60% Russell 2500 Index and 40% Barclays 
Capital Government/ Credit Index, reflecting the Fund's neutral mix of 60% stocks and 40% bonds. Barclays 
Aggregate Index provides a measure of the performance of the U.S. investment grade bonds market, which 
includes investment grade U.S. Government bonds, investment grade corporate bonds, mortgage pass-
through securities and asset-backed securities that are publicly offered for sale in the United States.  The 
securities in the Index must have at least 1 year remaining in maturity.  In addition, the securities must be 
denominated in U.S. dollars and must be fixed rate, nonconvertible, and taxable. The Consumer Price Index 
is an unmanaged index representing the rate of the inflation of the U.S. consumer prices as determined by the 
U.S. Department of Labor Statistics. There can be no guarantee that the CPI of other indexes will reflect the 
exact level of inflation at any given time.  The CPI shown here is used to illustrate the Fund’s purchasing 
power against changes in the prices of goods as opposed to a benchmark which is used to compare Fund’s 
performance. 60% S&P500/ 40% Barclays Aggregate Index is a hypothetical combination of unmanaged 
indices comprised of 60% S&P 500 Index and 40% Barclays Aggregate Index, the Fund's neutral mix of 60% 
stocks and 40% bonds. These indices do not reflect any commissions or fees which would be incurred by an 
investor purchasing the stocks they represent.  The performance of the Fund and of the Indices is computed 
on a total return basis which includes reinvestment of all distributions.  It is not possible to invest in an index.  
 
Fund Risks  
 
Investments in mutual funds carry risks and investors may lose principal value. Stock markets are volatile and 
can decline significantly in response to adverse issuer, political, regulatory, market, or economic 
developments. Certain funds may purchase foreign securities, including American Depository Receipts 
(ADRs) and other depository receipts, which are subject to interest rate, currency exchange rate, economic 
and political risks; this may be enhanced when investing in emerging markets. Small and mid-cap stocks 
involve greater risks and they can fluctuate in price more than larger company stocks.  
The return of principal in a bond investment is not guaranteed. Bonds have issuer, interest rate, inflation and 
credit risks. Lower rated bonds, callable bonds and other types of debt obligations involve greater risks. 
Mortgage securities and asset backed securities are subject to prepayment risk and the risk of default on the 
underlying mortgages or other assets; derivatives may increase volatility. 

 

The FPA Funds are distributed by UMB Distribution Services, LLC, 803 W. Michigan Street, Milwaukee, WI, 

53233. 
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Dear Shareholders: 

Overview 

FPA Crescent returned 2.95% in the second quarter and 10.38% in the first six months of 2013, as compared 
to the S&P 500’s returns of 2.91% and 13.82% respectively. 

The second quarter’s winners and losers are as follows:  

2013 Q2 Winners & Losers 

    Winners  Losers 

Microsoft    Covidien 

Cisco    Canadian Natural Resources 

Omnicare    Tesco 

The largest three contributors added 1.28% to our second quarter return, while the detractors cost the fund 
0.53%.  In the past, we have described our investments in Canadian Natural Resources and Tesco, and while 
the price of each has bounced around, other than that little has changed. Covidien had the biggest positive 
impact on Q1’s performance, only to decline so much in Q2 that it topped the “Losers’” chart.  While still 
early in the quarter, Q2’s “Winner”, Microsoft, is now trying to pull a “Covidien” as it is leading the early Q3 
charge for poor performance.  Needless to say, stock prices change far more than intrinsic value and our 
quarterly reporting of winners and losers only serves to answer the frequent question as to what drove the 
Fund’s recent performance.  We suggest you don’t read any more into it than that, as it is more a curiosity 
than a foreteller of future performance.   

Ultimately, we pay more attention to the underlying financial performance of the companies in our 
investment portfolio than we do their stock charts and in one instance, Omnicare, the largest supplier of 
pharmaceuticals to patients in nursing homes, delivered in spades.  New management came in several years 
ago and began executing on a business plan that revolved around basic blocking and tackling to improve 
performance.  While the engineer of the turnaround, John Figueroa, has handed off the plan to his successor, 
the momentum remained intact under the present CEO, John Workman. The company has lowered costs, 
reduced customer churn, won new accounts and essentially built the best mousetrap in the institutional 
pharmacy space. The net result is that all of the aforementioned improvements in aggregate have manifested 
themselves in the form of higher and more consistent earnings.  Those achievements and the belief that the 
company’s future continues to look bright are reflected in a stock price that has more than doubled from our 
original cost.   

 
Economy 

Our views on the economy are not terribly original and have not changed significantly in the past six months.  
It’s a challenge finding new ways to say the same thing.  So we won’t.  We think our past commentaries 
effectively communicate our longstanding view that as we exited the 2008-9 financial crisis, the average Joe 
on the street was left with less in his bank account, a diminished home value, and what stocks he did own 
weren’t worth as much.  When Joe could afford less, the U.S. government stepped in and spent in his place, 
and hasn’t stopped spending since.  What the Joes of the world can’t afford, the U.S. government apparently 
can – but don’t ask us to explain that “new” math.  The recovery has been disappointing and largely 
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engineered by central bank policy. We worry that low interest rates and novel and theoretical Fed policy could 
lead to unintended consequences.   

The past quarter included a brief hiccup when investors considered their exposure to low interest rates in the 
event the Fed allows rates to normalize.  There was a lot of discussion in the media during the past quarter 
regarding how and when Ben Bernanke intends to taper the purchase of bonds by the Federal Reserve.  
Interestingly, we can’t recall having a single conversation internally about the taper, as this simply isn’t how 
we look at the world.  We are worried about how a business and the world might look three to five years 
from now, not next quarter.  In fact, if one thinks back five years, the world has dealt with a great financial 
crisis, potential currency collapse and fears of sovereign liquidity, just to name some of what we have seen.  
Through it all, we invested with a long-term strategy dependent on patience, discipline and a focus on long-
term value.  With an average holding period of roughly five years, we strive to add value over a full business 
cycle rather than try to guess where central bankers may move interest rates 

On the other hand, many investors who took a myopic approach and chased short-term yields were met with 
a rude surprise this past quarter as interest rates spiked higher.  During this period, rate sensitive investments 
– including real estate investment trusts (REITs) - declined in value, especially those that use leverage to 
invest in leases.  Our appreciation for the macro backdrop, coupled with our value standards, has resulted in 
the portfolio eschewing yield enhancing investments (REIT, MLP, Bonds) over the past few years.   
 
The apparent decline in the unemployment rate is something of a bright spot in the US economy, but as you 
know, we have long held reservations about how this statistic is reported.  Unemployment has largely 
declined because many have left the workforce.1  Since 1984, on average, 66% of the population worked, but 
now it’s just 64%.2  That may not seem like much of a change, but for every 1% of the population that gives 
up seeking work, unemployment declines by 1.5%.  If one were to assume that the U.S. shouldn’t be any 
different than it has been historically, then unemployment would currently be 10.6%.  In addition, the ranks 
of the employed include an increasing number of people working part-time, but many part-time workers 
would prefer full-time employment. 3  John Williams’ Shadow Government Statistics tries to get to the truth 
behind government economic reporting.  His less sanguine view of unemployment is represented below and 
reflects a new record high.  We don’t know if his number is correct but we certainly agree directionally, as 
does Mr. Bernanke, who said that the current unemployment rate is “not exactly representative of the state of 
the labor market.”    

Unemployment Rate Official (U-3 & U-6) vs. ShadowStats Alternate 
Monthly S.A. Through June 2013  

 

 

                                                 
1 Bureau of Labor Statistics, bls.gov.  June 2013 not seasonally adjusted. 
2 Population = civilian non-institutional population, excluding, among other people, those younger than 16 years and those who have 
been incarcerated.  
3 Unemployment is going down due, in some immeasurable part, to Obamacare.  The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 
(PPACA) requires that beginning in 2015, companies must provide health insurance to those employees who work 30 hours a week or 
more.  Many companies are reducing payroll hours ahead of time, particularly those that already operate with a significant portion of 
part-time labor (like restaurant chains) with the commensurate benefit being an increase in employment, albeit part-time.  The 
unforeseen side effect of the PPACA is many employers are reducing weekly hours below the 30 hour/week threshold that requires 
that they provide healthcare to employees. 

 

Source: ShadowStats.com. Published July 5, 2013. 
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We would like to believe that Fed officials understand this, but you wouldn’t know it from the way they talk.  
In their June 19 press release, Fed officials said, “the Committee reaffirmed its expectation that the current 
exceptionally low range for the funds rate will be appropriate at least as long as the unemployment rate 
remains above 6½ percent so long as inflation and inflation expectations remain well behaved.”  We have 
already established that the unemployment rate definition is loose at best, but now we apparently have to 
determine the nature of inflation’s comportment.  Instilling little confidence, the Fed interprets this 
combination of data and tea leaves to justify its bond purchasing taper and ultimate exit.  The Fed governors 
seem to be using, as the Scot poet Andrew Lang once wrote, “statistics as a drunken man uses lamp posts, for 
support rather than illumination.” 

Government assistance has yet to be felt in any kind of substantive, let alone sustainable, way.  But the Fed, 
along with other central banks, has certainly been successful in lifting asset prices.  As can be seen below, the 
vast majority of the market’s return in the U.S. and Europe over the past year has been driven by multiple 
expansion.   

                                         Multiple Expansion Still the Predominant Driver of Returns  

 

 

 

We find it difficult to invest in an environment that seems manipulated to engineer higher asset prices 
regardless of business fundamentals.  So, instead, we allow cash to build and spend our time building an 
actionable inventory for the future. 

Despite our fiscal policy concerns, we recognize that economies have a way of overcoming difficulties and 
that there are a number of bright spots in the US.  In particular, housing looks to be entering a period of 
strength.  U.S. manufacturing continues to have the benefit of lower input costs, thanks to natural gas prices 
that remain far lower than in many parts of the industrialized world. What’s more, auto sales are still well 
below average and the construction industry (commercial and residential) is still far off its peak. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: IBES, MSCI, Datastream, Morgan Stanley Research. As of April 30, 2013. 
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U.S. Natural Gas Prices 

 

 

U.S. Auto Sales 

 

 

U.S. Housing Starts 

 

 

If this brief discussion leaves you wanting and frustrated, then we have succeeded in fostering a feeling that 
sits in the pits of our stomachs.  We wish we could offer more, but we are torn between a concern over the 
unintended consequences of novel policy and the knowledge that things tend to work out in the long run. As 

Source: Bloomberg energy, as of June 11, 2013. 

Source: ACEA,OICA, and regional motor associations, as of May 31, 2013. 

Source: St. Louis Federal Reserve . Data as of June 1, 2013.  
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for the portfolio, we invest when we find opportunities that offer a margin of safety4 and the prospect of an 
attractive real return.  We avoid those investments that appear overly exposed to obvious macro excess.  
Macro excess can go on for years, though, so as we discuss in the following Investments section, we 
continually investigate a broad swath of prospective investments – companies, industries, asset classes, all 
located in different geographies, mostly public but some private. 
 

Investments 

That said, an upward sloping chart is not the optimal environment for us to deploy capital, particularly when 
equities aren’t cheap, except in relation to bonds.  Although bearish on bonds, we are neither bullish nor 
bearish on stocks but reflectively cautious. 

We continue to research our companies in the same disciplined fashion. When companies become attractive 
in our conservative base case earnings scenarios, we will make an investment even against what might be an 
ugly macro-economic backdrop.  We believe a good business at a great price always demands the 
commitment of capital and invariably trumps whatever larger fears may be impacting that company, its 
industry or the general economy. 

We begin our process by looking for those good companies that are operating below their potential, or ones 
for which there are concerns that the good times won’t last.  There may be valid reasons that justify why a 
company is out of favor, but we work to establish that it is either ephemeral or already accounted for in the 
price.  

The vast majority of the time we strive to gain a deep, holistic understanding of a business. Occasionally, 
however, an investment might resemble more of a statistical businessman’s wager. By deep understanding, we 
mean that in addition to studying the financial statements and footnotes, we also try to understand the 
capabilities of the management team, which can admittedly be more touchy-feely.  A by-product of this work 
is our earnings and cash flow models, which we use to frame risk and reward.   

We do not try and determine what a company can earn in a particular quarter or year because we appreciate 
the limitations of our work.  Wall Street thinks differently and offers tremendous precision as to what a 
company may earn each quarter.  Unfortunately, that’s a fool’s errand.  As you can see in the chart below, in 
the vast majority of years, the optimism of Wall Street analysts’ gets the better of them, with earnings 
estimates typically being consistently reduced from the beginning of the year through the four seasons.  

Wall Street Optimism 

 

 

We choose, instead, to develop a model that includes a low and high case, but we place more emphasis on a 
conservative base case EPS5 looking out 3-4 years. We then place conservative valuation multiples (e.g. P/E6) 
on each case to determine a target price.  We aren’t smart enough to try and place probabilities on each of the 
cases, but we are generally inclined to invest when the base case suggests we will make a respectable return, 

                                                 
4
 Buying with a “margin of safety” is when a security is purchased for less than its estimated value. This helps protect against 

permanent capital loss in the case of an unexpected event or analytical mistake. A purchase made with a margin of safety does not 
guarantee the security will not decline in price.   
5EPS (Earnings per share) is the portion of a company's profit allocated to each outstanding share of common stock. 
6Price/Earnings ratio (P/E) is the price of a stock divided by its earnings per share.  

Sources: FactSet, J.P. Morgan Asset Management. Data are as of 3-14-13. S&P 500 Annual Earnings Per 
Share Estimates, operating basis, weekly consensus estimates, annual reported EPS. 
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while the high case suggests we will do better still, and the low case suggests we may not lose money during 
our expected holding period.  Looking back, we’ve historically done a respectable job of steering clear of 
landmines.  On the flipside, we have made more than our share of errors of omission due to our 
conservatism, a trade-off we are happy to live with, particularly in the current environment. 

Three technology companies that we own serve as an example of our process.  Microsoft, Oracle and Cisco 
have seen their share of media bashing and not without good reason.  However, we believe that the negative 
sentiment created an opportunity for us to arbitrage the difference between perception and reality.  Here are 
some headlines from the past year:  

If it wasn’t for bad news, they’d have none at all 

  

These three companies all face real challenges, including poor management and/or competition from new 
technologies. But we feel, in each case, the prices adequately discount those fears. 

While it can be dangerous looking in the rear view mirror when investing in technology, we believe it is 
important to point out that while the growth of the three companies in question has slowed from their 
respective peaks, the group as a whole continues to grow faster than most companies in the S&P 500. 

 

 

 

So all else equal, we prefer companies with strong balance sheets and this group has those.  Moreover, even 
though cash is akin to a lead weight that depresses a company’s return on capital calculation, these companies 
offer a much higher return on capital than the S&P 500. 

MSFT,ORCL, CSCO Return on Equity (ROE) 

                                                  

 

Consistent with our portfolio approach to seek out companies that offer non-US exposure, the three tech 
companies in question all have global businesses in the truest sense of the world, generating almost half their 

Source: Capital IQ. As of April 30, 2013. 
 

MSFT, ORCL, CSCO Continue to Grow Faster than the Market 

Source: Capital IQ. As of April 30, 2013. 
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sales from outside of the US.  This is not unique to the portfolio, as we have made a concerted effort to gain 
exposure to markets outside of the United States.  In fact, at the portfolio level, Crescent currently has 48.3% 
of its sales sourced outside North America, with that figure driven by both international holdings and 
domestic holdings with foreign revenue. 

Revenue Composition of Equities in FPA Crescent 

 

 

Our three tech musketeers now trade less expensively than they have versus the S&P 500 median on a 
historical basis as measured by either EV/EBIT7 or P/E8. 

EV/EBIT ~ S&P 500 vs. MSFT, ORCL and CSCO 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                 
7 Enterprise Value is a measure of a company's value, often used as an alternative to straightforward market capitalization. Enterprise value is 
calculated as market cap plus debt, minority interest and preferred shares, minus total cash and cash equivalents. EBIT or earnings before interest and 
taxes is an indicator of a company's profitability, calculated as revenue minus expenses, excluding tax and interest. 
8 Price/Earnings ratio (P/E) is the price of a stock divided by its earnings per share. 

Source: Bloomberg 

Source: Capital IQ. As of April 30, 2013. 
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P/E ~ S&P 500 vs. MSFT, ORCL and CSCO   

     

  

These companies had not historically offered a dividend yield, but now with cash flow exceeding internal 
investment opportunities, they each now pay a dividend and offer yields in excess of the market.  

Dividend Yield ~ S&P 500 vs. MSFT, ORCL and CSCO 

       

 

Given our purchase price and conservative target multiples, we are optimistic about the return potential for 
each of these companies.  We reemphasize that our earnings (and revenue) estimates are less than that of Wall 
Street.  We consider “owner earnings” when establishing our base case, rather than GAAP (General Accepted 
Accounting  Principles) earnings.  We, therefore, reduce net income by cash used for stock options and 
further ding earnings for “required” M&A (Mergers & Acquisitions) that we view as imperative to remain 
relevant and to sustain earnings on a going forward basis.  

We believe that our Contrarian Team’s bottoms-up process of analyzing Microsoft, Oracle and Cisco is 
replicable.  Returns may be transient, but process is not.  This is the only way that we know how to manage 
money.  We’ve done it this way for more than two decades and commit to you that this will not change.  We 
can’t tell you what the world will look like tomorrow or when Bernanke will raise rates, but we will borrow a 
line from the investment strategist, Dylan Grice, who said it best when he quipped, “I’m interested in the 
possibility of building a profitable portfolio which is robust to my ignorance.” 
 

 

 

% 

Source: Capital IQ. As of April 30, 2013. 

Source: Capital IQ. As of April 30, 2013. 
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High Yield / Distressed 

S&P 500 (--) vs. Junk Spreads (inverted scale) 

 
 
 

High Yield New Issuance 

  

 

 

  

 

Need we say more? 

Source: Barclays Capital. As of November 30, 2012. 

Source: Barclays Capital. As of May 31, 2013. Unit of measure is in billions. Ba, B, Caa 
signify Moody’s ratings. 

Source: Macro Mavens 

Covenant Lite Levered Loans as % of Issuance 
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Conclusion 

Whether good environment or bad, our focus is to consistently balance the natural tension that accompanies 
both protecting your capital and preserving your purchasing power.  We can’t promise to do either over the 
short-term, but if you are willing to commit to us over a full business cycle, we think our team has a fighting 
chance to accomplish these goals.   

Along these lines, in case you did not see the announcement last month, I warmly welcome Brian Selmo and 
Mark Landecker to join me as Portfolio Managers of the Fund.  As discussed in the press release celebrating 
the Fund’s 20 year anniversary, the three of us comprise the Contrarian Strategy investment committee and 
have been effectively serving as Portfolio Managers for the FPA Crescent Fund for the last couple of 
years.  Now Brian and Mark have the title to go with the role. 

Since we manage Crescent as if you have entrusted all of your money to us – although we don’t recommend it 
– we persistently seek to maintain the appropriate balance of reward and risk.  Thank you for your continued 
trust. 

Respectfully submitted,  

 

Steven Romick 
President 
July 20, 2013 
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CUSIP/SEDOL TICKER SHARES SECURITY MKT PRICE ($) MKT VALUE ($) COUPON RATE

MATURITY 

DATE

% OF NET 

ASSET 

VALUE

017175100 Y 286,200             ALLEGHANY CORPORATION 383.31        109,703,322.00 0.88%

026874784 AIG 5,168,300          AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC. 44.70          231,023,010.00 1.85%

032654105 ADI 3,522,000          ANALOG DEVICES, INC. 45.06          158,701,320.00 1.27%

03524A108 BUD 2,094,500          ANHEUSER-BUSCH INBEV SA/NV - ADR * 90.26          189,049,570.00 1.51%

37389103 AON 6,249,200          AON* 64.35          402,136,020.00 3.22%

013417504 ARRS 7,098,800          ARRIS GROUP, INC. 14.35          101,867,780.00 0.82%

009873597 BAC 3,801,200          BANK OF AMERICA CORPORATION 12.86          48,883,432.00 0.39%

064058100 BK 4,106,700          BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON CORPORATION 28.05          115,192,935.00 0.92%

136385101 CNQ 5,176,500          CANADIAN NATURAL RESOURCES LIMITED * 28.26          146,287,890.00 1.17%

14170T101 CFN 4,794,400          CAREFUSION CORPORATION 36.85          176,673,640.00 1.41%

17275R102 CSCO 10,977,200       CISCO SYSTEMS 24.31          266,855,732.00 2.14%

B9NWP99 CWD_LN 3,171,611          COUNTRYWIDE PLC 7.68            24,356,386.67 0.20%

125581801 CIT 2,365,000          CIT GROUP 46.63          110,279,950.00 0.88%

172967424 C 1,781,300          CITIGROUP 47.97          85,448,961.00 0.68%

G2554F105 COV 4,851,700          COVIDIEN PLC * 62.84          304,880,828.00 2.44%

126650100 CVS 6,805,000          CVS CAREMARK 57.18          389,109,900.00 3.12%

B1VXKN7 GENM_MK 53,251,200       GENTING MALAYSIA BERHAD * 1.23            65,546,902.08 0.53%
38259P508 GOOG 256,000             GOOGLE 880.37        225,374,720.00 1.80%

7097328BE GBLB_BB 2,068,628          GROUPE BRUXELLES LAMBERT S.A. * 75.25          155,654,948.17 1.25%

42222G108 HNT 1,958,000          HEALTH NET, INC. 31.82          62,303,560.00 0.50%

5002465DE HEN_GR 1,061,150          HENKEL AG & CO. KGAA * 78.33          83,122,956.84 0.67%

428236103 HPQ 2,991,800          HEWLETT-PACKARD 24.80          74,196,640.00 0.59%

009978810 IPG 9,532,300          INTERPUBLIC GROUP OF COMPANIES 14.55          138,694,965.00 1.11%

450911201 ITT 1,775,800          ITT CORPORATION 29.41          52,226,278.00 0.42%

478160104 JNJ 1,735,000          JOHNSON & JOHNSON 85.86          148,967,100.00 1.19%

548661107 LOW 2,930,000          LOWE'S COMPANIES 40.90          119,837,000.00 0.96%

594918104 MSFT 11,715,000       MICROSOFT 34.53          404,518,950.00 3.24%

674599105 OXY 2,665,900          OCCIDENTAL PETROLEUM 89.23          237,878,257.00 1.90%

681904108 OCR 4,275,000          OMNICARE 47.71          203,960,250.00 1.63%

68389X105 ORCL 8,830,000          ORACLE CORPORATION 30.72          271,257,600.00 2.17%

B1VQF42 ORK_NO 21,881,000       ORKLA ASA 8.19            179,244,775.80 1.43%

OTHER 437,050,508.00 3.50%

690768403 OI 5,815,100          OWENS-ILLINOIS 27.79          161,601,629.00 1.29%

4712798 RNO_FP 2,084,000          RENAULT S.A.* 67.29          140,237,986.80 1.12%

779382100 RDC 1,425,000          ROWAN COMPANIES* 34.07          48,549,750.00 0.39%

0884709 TSCO_LN 31,096,050       TESCO PLC* 5.04            156,711,653.58 1.26%

883556102 TMO 3,695,000          THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC INC. 84.63          312,707,850.00 2.50%

B12T3J1 UNA_NA 2,790,000          UNILEVER N.V. * 39.38          109,869,921.00 0.88%

931142103 WMT 1,220,400          WAL-MART STORES 74.49          90,907,596.00 0.73%

931422109 WAG 2,175,000          WALGREEN 44.20          96,135,000.00 0.77%

94973V107 WLP 2,025,000          WELLPOINT 81.84          165,726,000.00 1.33%

B3DMTY0 WPP_LN 10,134,960       WPP PLC* 17.06          172,925,728.01 1.38%

984121103 XRX 6,883,300          XEROX CORPORATION 9.07            62,431,531.00 0.50%

TOTAL COMMON STOCK (LONG): 7,238,090,732.95 57.94%

FPA Crescent Fund 

Portfolio Holdings 

 

06/30/2013 
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026375105 AM (233,000)           AMERICAN GREETINGS - A 18.22          (4,245,260.00)                   -0.03%

053484101 AVB (100,400)           AVALONBAY COMMUNITIES 134.91        (13,544,964.00)                 -0.11%

07317Q105 BTE_CN (113,500)           BAYTEX ENERGY CORP.* 36.07          (4,093,604.50)                   -0.03%

22576C101 CPG_CN (150,000)           CRESCENT POINT ENERGY CORP.* 33.99          (5,098,950.00)                   -0.04%

297178105 ESS (88,200)              ESSEX PROPERTY TRUST 158.92        (14,016,744.00)                 -0.11%

302182100 ESRX (385,427)           EXPRESS SCRIPTS, INC. 61.69          (23,776,991.63)                 -0.19%

313747206 FRT (107,300)           FEDERAL REALTY INVESTMEMT TRUST 103.68        (11,124,864.00)                 -0.09%

40414L109 HCP (226,700)           HCP, INC. 45.44          (10,301,248.00)                 -0.08%

44106M102 HPT (182,300)           HOSPITALITY PROPERTIES TRUST 26.28          (4,790,844.00)                   -0.04%

471109108 JAH (154,350)           JARDEN 43.75          (6,752,812.50)                   -0.05%

6642860 7201_JP (12,983,600)      NISSAN MOTOR CO., LTD. 10.13          (131,510,884.40)               -1.05%

OTHER (108,533,753.00) -0.87%

71714F104 PMC (320,700)           PHARMERICA 13.86          (4,444,902.00)                   -0.04%

724479100 PBI (401,000)           PITNEY BOWES INC. 14.68          (5,886,680.00)                   -0.05%

73278L105 POOL (95,300)              POOL 52.41          (4,994,673.00)                   -0.04%

92276F100 VTR (61,800)              VENTAS 69.46          (4,292,628.00)                   -0.04%

TOTAL COMMON STOCK (SHORT): (357,409,803.03)               -2.86%

31,286,138 ENDEAVOUR FINANCIAL RESTORATION FUND, L.P. 124.86 39,062,433.03                   0.31%

34,416,274 U.S. FARMING REALTY TRUST I, L.P. 108.56 37,361,308.98                   0.30%

9,156,411 U.S. FARMING REALTY TRUST II, L.P. 104.10 9,532,144.33                     0.08%

TOTAL LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS: 85,955,886.34                  0.69%

51,459,597,000 JPY SWAPTION 02/27/14 0.00            25,934.68                          0.00%

16,806,550,000 JPY PUT 09/09/14 0.08            12,773,045.76                   0.10%
16,728,380,000 JPY PUT 09/09/14 0.08            12,856,959.73                   0.11%

118,300,000 EUR CURRENCY 08/19/13 (118.3M EUR @ 1.33458) 0.03            3,901,534.00                     0.03%

60,000,000 GBP CURRENCY 08/27/13 (60M GBP @ 1.54286) 0.02            1,329,600.00                     0.01%

194,350,000 JPY PUT 03/24/22 (194.35M JPY @ 0.07525) 0.10            18,968,560.00                   0.15%

TOTAL DERIVATIVES/FUTURES 49,855,634.17                  0.40%

TOTAL OTHER SECURITIES 135,811,520.51                1.09%

63934EAL2 9,193,000 NAVISTAR INTERNATIONAL CORP. 3.00% 10/15/14 96.88          8,905,718.75                     3.7500 12/15/2025 0.07%

TOTAL PREFERRED STOCK & CONVERTIBLE BONDS: 8,905,718.75                     0.07%

00208JAE8 136,713,000 ATP OIL AND GAS CORPORATION 11.875% 05/01/15 1.06            1,449,157.80                     11.8750 5/1/2015 0.01%

00208SAU2 42,320,294 ATP OIL & GAS CORPORATION DIP TERM LOAN 03/01/14 55.00          23,276,161.43                   3/1/2014 0.19%

002080ATP 2,401,210 ATP OIL AND GAS CORPORATION 8.5% PS LOAN 12/31/13 88.75          2,131,074.11                     8.5000 12/31/2013 0.02%

02635PTG8 5,100,000 SPRINGLEAF FINANCIAL SERVICES 5.75% 09/15/16 98.00          4,998,000.00                     5.7500 9/15/2016 0.04%

02635PTQ6 8,980,000 SPRINGLEAF FINANCIAL SERVICES 6.50% 09/15/17 95.79          8,601,762.40                     6.5000 9/15/2017 0.07%

02635PTS2 15,366,000 SPRINGLEAF FINANCIAL SERVICES 6.90% 12/15/17 98.13          15,077,887.50                   6.9000 12/15/2017 0.12%

45974VB80 1,612,000 INTERNATIONAL LEASE FIIN. 6.625% 11/15/13 101.91        1,642,708.60                     6.6250 11/15/2013 0.01%

45974VB49 5,515,000 INTERNATIONAL LEASE FIIN. 5.65% 06/01/14 102.75        5,666,883.10                     5.6500 6/1/2014 0.04%

45031UAH4 20,649,000 ISTAR FINANCIAL INC. 5.70% 03/01/14 101.00        20,855,490.00                   5.7000 3/1/2014 0.17%

45031UAT8 6,912,000 ISTAR FINANCIAL INC. 6.05% 04/15/15 102.00        7,050,240.00                     6.0500 4/15/2015 0.06%

45031UAW1 18,785,000 ISTAR FINANCIAL INC. 5.875% 03/15/16 103.00        19,348,550.00                   5.8750 3/15/2016 0.15%14
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45031UBD2 4,950,000 ISTAR FINANCIAL INC. 5.85% 03/15/17 102.25        5,061,375.00                     5.8500 3/15/2017 0.04%

31,829,471 GLOBAL SHIP LEASE, INC. 08/14/16 TERM LOAN 85.50          27,214,198.11                   8/14/2016 0.22%

TOTAL BONDS & NOTES: 142,373,488.05                1.14%

TOTAL CORPORATE BONDS 151,279,206.80                1.21%

786514BS7 (6,810,000)        SAFEWAY INC. 3.95% 08/15/20 98.29          (6,693,412.80)                   3.9500 8/15/2020 -0.05%

TOTAL BONDS & NOTES (SHORT): (6,693,412.80)                   -0.05%

31374TCT4 32,960 FNMA POOL #323282 7.5%  07/01/28 116.36        38,352.95                          7.5000 7/1/2028 0.00%

912828SW1 100,000,000 U.S. TREASURY NOTE 0.25% 05/31/14 100.06        100,057,810.00                0.2500 5/31/2014 0.80%

912828TA8 100,000,000 U.S. TREASURY NOTE 0.25% 06/30/14 100.06        100,059,380.00                0.2500 6/30/2014 0.80%

912828KY5 100,000,000 U.S. TREASURY NOTE 2.625% 06/30/14 102.41        102,414,060.00                2.6250 6/30/2014 0.82%

912828QU7 200,000,000 U.S. TREASURY NOTE 0.625% 07/15/14 100.44        200,875,000.00                0.6250 7/15/2014 1.61%

912828TF7 260,000,000 U.S. TREASURY NOTE 0.125% 07/31/14 99.92          259,786,722.00                0.1250 7/31/2014 2.08%

912828RB8 200,000,000 U.S. TREASURY NOTE 0.50% 08/15/14 100.33        200,656,240.00                0.5000 8/15/2014 1.61%

912828TL4 195,000,000 U.S. TREASURY NOTE 0.25% 08/31/14 100.04        195,084,552.00                0.2500 8/31/2014 1.56%

912828RG7 200,000,000 U.S. TREASURY NOTE 0.25% 09/15/14 100.04        200,070,320.00                0.2500 9/15/2014 1.60%

912828TQ3 350,000,000 U.S. TREASURY NOTE 0.25% 09/30/14 100.03        350,120,295.00                0.2500 9/30/2014 2.80%

TOTAL U.S. GOVERNMENT AND AGENCIES 1,709,162,731.95             13.68%

340780AA3 5,979,428 FLORIDA MORTGAGE RESOLUTION TRUST SERIES 2012-4A 36.79          2,199,814.11                     3.6790 5/15/2050 0.02%

854864AA3 6,788,471 STANWICH MORTGAGE LOAN TRUST SERIES 2009-2 44.72          3,035,804.26                     2.5215 2/15/2049 0.02%

85486AAA9 4,246,117 STANWICH MORTGAGE LOAN TRUST SERIES 2010-1 50.58          2,147,685.94                     3.3986 9/15/2047 0.02%

85486BAA7 26,763,668 STANWICH MORTGAGE LOAN TRUST SERIES 2010-2 50.42          13,494,241.64                   5.0331 2/28/2057 0.11%

85486TAA8 14,209,591 STANWICH MORTGAGE LOAN TRUST SERIES 2010-3 50.03          7,109,058.36                     2.8683 7/31/2038 0.06%

85486WAA1 18,969,141 STANWICH MORTGAGE LOAN TRUST SERIES 2010-4 46.73          8,864,279.63                     8.4388 8/31/2049 0.07%

85486XAA9 37,124,421 STANWICH MORTGAGE LOAN TRUST SERIES 2011-1 52.74          19,580,496.24                   7.5910 6/30/2039 0.16%

85486UAA5 19,982,616 STANWICH MORTGAGE LOAN TRUST SERIES 2011-2 53.52          10,694,776.00                   4.9201 9/15/2050 0.08%

85487GAA5 16,381,308 STANWICH MORTGAGE LOAN TRUST SERIES 2012-2 38.50          6,307,442.48                     0.8023 3/15/2047 0.05%

85487FAA7 26,545,146 STANWICH MORTGAGE LOAN TRUST SERIES 2012-4 44.41          11,787,903.63                   1.9537 6/15/2051 0.09%

TOTAL MORTGAGE BACKED SECURITIES 85,221,502.29                  0.68%

TOTAL MARKET VALUE: 8,955,462,478.67             71.69%

CASH & EQUIVALENTS (NET OF LIABILITIES): 3,535,889,123.40             28.31%

 
TOTAL NET ASSETS: 12,491,351,602.07           100.00%

* Indicates foreign security.
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Portfolio Holding Submission Disclosure

The FPA Funds are distributed by UMB Distribution Services, LLC, 803 W. Michigan Street, Milwaukee, WI, 53233.

Except for certain publicly available information incorporated herein, the information contained in these materials is our confidential and proprietary information and is being submitted to 

you for your confidential use with the express understanding that, without our prior written permission, you will not release these materials or discuss the information contained herein or 

make reproductions of or use these materials for any purpose other than evaluating a potential advisory relationship with  First Pacific Advisors.

You should consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses carefully before you invest. The Prospectus details the Fund's objective and policies, sales 

charges, and other matters of interest to the prospective investor. Please read this Prospectus carefully before investing. The Prospectus may be obtained by visiting the website at 

www.fpafunds.com, by email at crm@fpafunds.com, toll-free by calling 1-800-982-4372 or by contacting the Fund in writing. 

Investments in mutual funds carry risks and investors may lose principal value. Stock markets are volatile and can decline significantly in response to adverse issuer, political, regulatory, 

market, or economic developments. Certain funds may purchase foreign securities, including American Depository Receipts (ADRs) and other depository receipts, which are subject to 

interest rate, currency exchange rate, economic and political risks; this may be enhanced when investing in emerging markets. Small and mid cap stocks involve greater risks and they can 

fluctuate in price more than larger company stocks. 

The return of principal in a bond investment is not guaranteed. Bonds have issuer, interest rate, inflation and credit risks.  Lower rated bonds, callable bonds and other types of debt 

obligations involve greater risks.  Mortgage securities and asset backed securities are subject to prepayment risk and the risk of default on the underlying mortgages or other assets; 

derivatives may increase volatility.    

Portfolio composition will change due to ongoing management of the fund.  References to individual securities are for informational purposes only and should not be construed as 

recommendations by the Funds, Advisor or Distributor.
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